
 

CLASS – 9TH                       

Beehive- Chapter – 7th Packing 

By- Jerome K. Jerome 

 

 

Answer the following questions in about 30-40 words each 

 

Q.1. How many characters are there in the narrative? Name them.(Don’t forget the dog). 

 Ans. There are four characters in the narrative. Among these four, three are young friends 

named-Jerome(narrator), George and Harris. The fourth character is a dog. His name is 

Montmorency. 

 

Q.2. Why did the narrator (Jerome) volunteer to do the packing?  

Ans.The narrator volunteered to do the packing because he was proud of his packing skills. 

According to him , it was one of those things which he knew more about any other person in the 

world. 

 

Q.3.How did George and Harris react to this? Did the Jerome like their reaction? 

Ans. The narrator offered to pack the luggage. His friends, George Harris at once agreed to his 

suggestion and just sat and relaxed. The author had not intended this. He was annoyed with 

himself for having offered to pack the things. Actually, all he wanted was that Harris and George 

should do the packing and he should simply give them the instructions. 

 

Q.4.What was the Jerome's real intention when he offered to pack? 

Ans. When the narrator offered to pack, his real intention was not to do the work himself but to 

get it done by George and Harris. He just wished to superintend the job of packing. 

 

Q.5. What did Harris say after the bag was shut and strapped? Why do you think he waited till 

then to ask? 

Ans.The author was able to finish the packing at 10.05 p.m. When he had shut and strapped the 

bag, Harris asked him if he was not going to pack his boots in the bag. Actually, Harris had seen 

it earlier that the author had not packed his boots but he did not tell him just because he wanted 

an opportunity to mock at the author's claim of being an expert in packing. His sarcastic remark 

about the unpacked boots must have embarrassed poor narrator. 

 

 Q.6. What 'horrible idea' occurred to the Jerome a little later?  

Ans. The narrator had packed the bag and strapped it too. But then it suddenly occurred to him 

whether or not he had packed his toothbrush. He was always skeptic about packing the 

toothbrush. Even now, he opened his bag and took out everything one by one. He shook 

everything a number of times, but did not find his toothbrush. He found the toothbrushes of 

George and Harris, but not his own. Funnily enough he found his toothbrush inside a boot at last. 

 

Q.7.Where did the Jerome finally find the toothbrush? 



Ans. Jerome finally found the toothbrush inside a boot when he was putting the things back one 

by one after turning them out of the bag. 

 

 Q.8. Why did the Jerome have to reopen the packed bag? 

 Ans. The narrator had packed and strapped the bag. But he had forgotten to pack his boots. So 

he unpacked it and put his boots in. Then he thought that perhaps he had forgotten to pack his 

toothbrush too. So he unpacked the bag once again. He took out everything and searched for his 

toothbrush. Hardly had he strapped the bag again, he remembered that he had left his tobacco 

pouch in it. So the poor fellow had to reopen the packed bag once again. 

 

Q.9. What did George and Harris offer to pack and why? 

Ans. George and Harris offered to pack the hampers. They made This  offer because they wanted 

to refute the narrator's claim that he was an expert in packing the things. Actually, the narrator  

had to struggle a lot in packing the bag. Now the duo wanted to let him down by displaying their 

better skills of packing the things. But ironically, they too began by breaking a cup. 

 

Q.10.While packing the hamper, George and Harris do a number of foolish and funny things. 

Tick the statements that are true 

(i) They started with breaking a cup. 

(ii)They also broke a plate. 

(iii) They squashed a tomato. 

 (iv) They trod on the butter. 

(v) They stepped on a banana. 

 (vi) They put things behind them, and couldn't find them. 

(vii) They stepped on things. 

 (viii) They packed the pictures at the bottom and put heavy things on top. 

 (ix) They upset almost everything. 

 (x) They were very good at packing. 

 

Ans. (i) They started with breaking a cup. 

         (iii)They squashed a tomato. 

         (iv) They trod on the butter. 

         (vi) They put things behind them, and couldn't find them.  

         (vii) They stepped on things. 

          (ix)They upset almost everything. 

 

 

 

II. Discuss in groups and answer the following questions in two or three paragraphs (100-

150 words). 

 

Q.1. What does Jerome say was Montmorency's ambition in life? What do you think of 

 Montmorency and why? 



 Ans. According to Jerome, his pet dog Montmorency's sole (only) ambition in life was to get in 

the way of others and get scolded. He was a perfect nuisance who would always be present at a 

place, where he wasn't needed. According to the narrator his aim was to get things thrown at him 

and make people mad. 

 I think Montmorency is an adorable dog who likes to have fun with his owners. A dog is born 

with a natural playful instinct. He likes human company and wishes to be a part of everything 

that his owners do. Montmorency is not different. When he finds the three friends packing, he 

joins them. His nature, however, only worsens the situation. 

 

Q.2. Of the three, Jerome, George and Harris, who do you think is the best or worst packer? 

Support your answer with details from the text. 

Ans.In my opinion, all the three friends, Jerome, George and Harris prove to be bad at packing 

tings, But Jerome seems to be a bit less worse than the other two friends. Jerome thought that he 

had a skill of packing things and he took pride in his skill. However, even his packing skills are 

not very good. 

 He forgot to pack the boots. Then he, himself, could not remember if he had packed his 

toothbrush or not. Finally, when he was done the packing, he realised that he had unknowingly 

packed his spectacles. As a result, he kept packing and unpacking the bag a number of times.  

 

George and Harris proved to be a lot worse than Jerome. They created a mess. They broke a cup, 

packed heavy things on top of light items, put things behind them and then couldn't find them 

when they were needed. They also stepped on things and messed almost everything. 

 

Q.3. How did Montmorency contribute to the packing? 

Ans.Montmorency, the narrator's pet dog joined the three friends while they were packing. He 

contributed to the packing in his own way by creating a mess. When George and Harris were 

doing the packing, Montmorency came and sat on things which were required to be packed. 

Infact, whenever George and Harris would try to get things that were to be packed they would 

touch his damp nose. 

 Montmorency also put his leg into the jam and scattered the teaspoons. He thought lemons to be 

rats and squashed three of them. Thus, Montmorency's presence while doing the packing only 

added to the mess.  

 

 

Q.4.Do you find this story funny? What are the humorous elements in it? (Pick out at least three, 

think about what happens, as well as 4. how it is described.) 

Ans. The story is very humorous. The way the three grownups, (Jerome, George and Harris) 

accompanied by a dog, make a fool out of themselves is really funny. The fun begins from the 

starting when Jerome is misunderstood by his friends when he tells them that he wants to do the 

packing 

Next, the narrator claims that he has a knowledge of packing. The way he unpacks and repacks 

the same thing three times, adds to the fun element in the story. 

 His friends are far worse than him. They create a total mess. They break things, sit on them and 

then try to find them. 



Things get funnier when Montmorency joined the three friends. The narrator describes that 

Montmorency thought lemons to be rats and got into the hamper and squashed three of them 

before Harris could throw a frying pan at him. 

 

BY- AMAR SINGH RAJAWAT 


